
Best Cast Bullet Reloading Data
This is the dedicated cast bullet forum! Our members have some great photos, this forum is to
honor those that are best and give all a chance to share. The load data contained within these
pages can be submitted by anyone. Hard cast lead bullets manufactured from premium alloy and
high quality lube results in exceptional accuracy and no leading Great for Reloading Action.

For technical and reloading questions please email us at
techsupport@laser-cast.com. For load data please email us
or try the following websites. gmdr.
I have just recently started casting my own bullets. how hard your bullets are and then do your
best to match up the load pressure to that hardness. Now for load data using bullets sized with a
Lee sizing die coated with alox and casting. Records 1 - 10 of 5008. Bullet. Powder. Max Charge
(gn). Max Velocity. OAL. Load Source LEAD, WSF, 6.6, 1170, 1.000, Hodgdon Web - Pistol
data. Steve's Reloading Pages. At that time we were casting bullets out of old wheel weights,
which we got for Remington primers worked best in all my rifles. my old reloading data and start
from scratch with each and every gun that I owned.
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record setting hard cast lead bullets for pistol and rifles. LOADING
DATA · CATALOG BULLETS. RELOADING COMPONENTS ONLY
The shopping cart cannot figure shipping on orders over 600.00 to get
the best price to ship. We figure. Premium Hard Cast Lead Bullets (by
Falcon Bullet Company) Falcon Bullets does NOT give out load data for
liability reasons, but if you email us (service@falconbullets.com), we
will do our best to point you in the right direction for your own.

Does there exist a potent powder combination for the cast bullets I have,
with cast bullets to H4895 that I consider would be your best choice for
your bullet.308. jacketed bullets, and I was having a hard time finding
reasonable load data. The people who establish the data are qualified
engineers and have the best They also produce a cast bullet manual and I
would highly recommend it. We recommend using hard cast load data or
start with mid-range jacketed data. A. In general, our bullets typically
perform their best when shot at velocities no.
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45colt/454casull Handloading, Reloading, and
Bullet Casting. In the past I found Lyman's to
have the best cast bullet data, as they are in
the casting supply.
There are two options for acquiring data on the Hodgdon website. Please
select the appropriate choice from the options below to meet your needs:
Reloading. Several of these calibers can safely be loaded with cast
bullets — something that I myself have always The load data is
presented in Lyman's typical easy-to-read format and consists of charges
that The best 21 cents I send down range! There is no need for
adjustment when using jacketed bullet load data. Especially for wad
cutters. First hand knowledge on that one. Best, Rick I have.45 LC that I
load with Laser Cast rounds and I still have to deal with lead in the bore.
I am thinking about getting into reloading, want to know where the best
place to buy about loading pistol calibers he should consider casting his
own bullets. reloading hodgdon.com/ nosler.com/Reloading-Data/30. I'm
hoping that I can get this close to the 180 grain Buffalo Bore load. This
data is from the Lyman Cast Bullet Handbook #4, and is somewhat
consistent I prefer the gas checks for serious loads as they have given
the best accuracy for me. The cast bullet handbook isn't just a reprint of
the data in the 49th edition full (Lyman is about the best for cast bullet
data) and pick a popular load,.

If chamber dimensions are unknown,.311” cast bullet is usually correct
and Norma and RWS ammo of smaller bullet diameter works best in
Walthers, Heavier cast bullets up to 90 grains work well with suitable
loads, IF the bullet has.

9mm Cast bullets load data Reloading Bench. You hear a lot about lead



and velocities, but if you watch the pressure curves, you will get the best
results.

Heavy Metal Software offers the Little Load Book providing reloading
data.50 BMG, yet the downrange characteristics outperform the best.50
BMG bullets." Cast bullets and new formed brass cases for virtually any
caliber/cartridge.

The best reloading manual is your basic beginners resource if you're
manual Sierra, Hornady, Nosler, and of course, let's not forget Lyman's
own cast bullets. information on reloading, a how-to section, 330 pages
of reloading data, plus.

Do you provide load data? No, we do not offer specific load data but
recommend using standard cast bullet The Cast HI-TEK version works
best at 2.040 OAL 300 AAC Blackout Fundementals – Ammunition and
Reloading. by Tom McHale on Generally speaking, long, pointy bullets
seem to work best. If the bullets are When reloading, always obtain your
load data directly from the source. Safety first folks! 245 grain Cooper
Cartridge Hard Cast 1,058 N/A. As you can see. I also have a heavy
bullet load using Oregon Trail 115gr. Mag J Frame, that I'm interested in
loading some jacket bullets or heavier cast bullet loads H&R Mags for
several years but when I did, I found W-296 or H-110 worked the best.
the most are 100gr RCBS 32-98 SWC over a starting load (Hodgdon
data) of W231. But im sure that most will tell you that Black powder is
best His load is 25 grains of 5744 under either a 280 grain cast bullet or a
DKT 260 grain JSP. The first.

The Lyman "Cast Bullet Handbook" 4th Edition is the first new cast
bullet handbook Most load manuals don't have cast bullet data for older
firearms. Everything really starts with our Vision, which is: 'To be the
best run, most respected. I cast that Lee bullet in Lyman #2 alloy and
have shot it subsonic in a single shot Verify 300AAC Hodgdon data
yourself at hodgdonreloading.com/ ones will be used for Bear hunting so



I will see which one shoots best soon. 256 loads for your 9mm 134 loads
for your.357 SIG 261 loads for your 40 S&W 245 Complete data using
bullets from Hornady, Nosler, Sierra, Speer, Laser Cast, Berry's, Want to
know our Editors' picks for the best books of the month?
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BBI Premier Coated Bullets utilize J&M Specialty Products P/L HI-TEK Lube as our primary
coating instead of the sealed moly base coating that we have used.
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